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Sensi Seeds - Afghani #1 ®
The plants from the fast, heavy, compact side of the cannabis
family tree are named after India, and it’s true that these strains
are commonly grown for charas in the mountainous north of the
country. However, the most perfect examples of the dark, ultraresinous Cannabis Indica genotype are actually found hundreds of
kilometres to the northwest, in the mountains of Afghanistan.
Dedicated students of Indica bloodlines often refer to these varieties
as ‘Afghanica’ when speaking of their favourites and as ‘hash
plants’ when talking generally of the strains found across India,
Afghanistan and Pakistan. Many Indica-heads prefer their ganja
without a trace of Sativa or Skunk, while some purists will only
consume weed or hash that they know to be 100% Cannabis Indica
Anyone looking for a compact, fast easy-growing indoor strain
capable of copious yields and almost-frightening resin production
need look no further. Whether growers want uniform crops from
seed or outstanding pure Indica mother plants to fill their flowering
space with dynamic dark green clones, Afghani #1 has it covered.
Even first-timers find it hard not to succeed with this strain, and
growers who bring out the full potential of Afghani #1 rank her
among the finest original Indicas to be found anywhere.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/sensi-seeds/afghani-nr1.html

Product characteristics
Brand
Gender
Type
Genetics
High
Flowering
Height
Yield

Sensi Seeds
Regular seeds
Indoor
Pure Indica
Heavy stoned
40 - 50 days
120 - 150 cm
400 - 500 grams per m2

Price table
Product label
10 seeds (reg)

Product code
SS2307

Price exc.
42,98 euro

Vat
21.0 %
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Price inc.
52,00 euro
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